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DAILY LOBO SPORTS
Brooks Currey, Associate

NM Pr~sp~dors Group
l:'lects Officers Here
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Don McKee, Editor
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Geological survey, gave a speech
on ''N. M. Coal ResoUl;ces" at a
N, M. Miners and Prospectors as1
sociation meeting last week.·

nolds, director of reseal·ch and development at UNM:, chairman;
D~'. E. R. Hel·ring·ton, .Albuquerque High instructor, vice-chair.
.man; Mr. George Warner, manager o! the Zuni Milling Co., second chah•man; Mr. John Garcia,
state mine inspectol', third chairman; and, Mr. Joseph O'Connell,
Machine Engineedng S e r v i c e,
Secretary-treasure;r.
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THE NEW .. MEXICO.

Students Model
':Monica :Murphy and Teddy
Theodore, Thetas, modeled recently :for March of Dimes show at La
Lama. Monica is conneqted with
Robert Watkitis, House of Modeling, Albuquerque. Teddy was formerly with Society of Models.

Alb~1querque, New Mexico, Friday, March 3
No. $7
----~------~------~----~---~--------------~--~~----------~----~~------------------------~----------------------~---

lnBowling~hJerboons,Engineers ~~~·~-~~~~~~~~~

Sigma Chi and Kappa Sigma
of the Fraternity league will Police 'Have Busy
meet the Civil Engineers and
Jerboan~> of the Non·f~·aternity Month on Campus
league in bowling p~ayoff. today;
The la1·gest police court fine
Friday and Saturday.
for
on-campus crimes for Feb. The playoff will decide the Allruary
was $90 paid by a drunl~;
University Bowling Champ. and
will be a round-tobin series. Each who was driving. According to
team will bowl against the other Sgt. Noel Looney's ~·eport, the
three teams.
jumped the curb on CenIn regular ;play, Sigrna Chi won drunkAvenue
~n front of the cam·
the Fraternity league and Kappa tral
pus
on
the
afternoon
of the first
Sigma came in second. Delta
day
of
February.
Sigma Phi was third and was
"Loitering in the SUB" was
closely trailed by the Kappa Althe
most unusual crime for the
;pha team who was fourth.
Civil Engineers were crowned month. Sam Robert Adkins, 3815
the winner in the Non-fraternity E. Smith, was hauled in for
league and the Jerboans were a loitering when he refused to leave
close second. Third place deve- a card table a!ter an hour's playloped into a th1·ee-way tie be- ing, Looney said.
tween the Architectttal Engineers,
"Sam isn't a student;' Looney
Roache's 40 Thieves and the Kirt- explained, "Students won't bearland Rockets. In the playoff the rested for the same crime." His
Rockets won and the Thieves case came up the seventeenth. It
was dismissed.
.
came in second.
Four students claiming to be
engineers were caught shooting
dice in the basement m·en's room
of the heating plant Feb1·uary 21. •
They were taken to Dean Howard
V. Mathany's office and· are now
free, Looney said.
The $11.25 found on the floor
League play in intramUTal' vol- and confiscated by police has been
leyball will start Monday. The returned to the students. "The
teams will play a round-robin dice were not, Looney added,
"Disturbing the peace with a
league.
The teams will be divided into loud exhaust on car" was the
two leagues, the Fraternity and noisiest crime for February.
the Non-Fraternity, and will play
Sixteen parking violations scatthe teams in their own league. At tered through February constitutthe end of regular league play ed the rest of the month's crime.
there will be a playoff between
the two league winners to decide
the All-University champ.
Rifle Range ·Plan
John Dolzadelli, director of in·
-tramurals, reported that 20 teams Discussed At Meet
have signed up to play in the comSllfety precautions was one of
petition of the leagues. The schedule for the play will be out Fri- the points discussed in a recent
conference held in the stadium
day or Saturday of this week.
building to form plans for the .
University :rifle range.. Parti·
cipation of naval and air force
ROTC units, and the University
gun club on· the range were tentatively planned.
The conferees include; Adrian
Now is your chance to get even! Richards, president of the UniThe department of economics is versity Gun club; Robert Cashion,
offering a new course in Consum- member of the Gun club; Edward.
er's economics for students who Gutierrez, captain of the AFdo not expect to majo1· in that ROTC rifle j;eam;' and Lt. W. E.
subject.
White, officer in charge of the
The course looks at the econom- NROTC l'ifle and pistol team.
ic system from the standpoint o:f
Miles Reed, assistant superinthe consumer. It considers two
major questions: What is the eco- tendent of buildings and grounds
nomic system now doing for the for the University, is at present
consumer, and what could it do completing final engineering deto improve the present situation? tails for the new range which
Economics 103 is a. non credit will be constructed in the area
course taught by Prof. Virginia adjacent to the University grounds across New York Ave.
Sloan.

.

Crowned TOmorrow

Popularity Queen To: Be:

Regent Will Reign
With Two Attendants
At Yearbook Dance

...

'

Lobos Win final Tilt

68-56; Weger Sparks
Tearn in Final Spree
..

wheO you smoke PHILIP MoRRi's!
.
d you can P.rovEJ;.
In iust a feW secon s
.
-

pH\UP MOJtlt\S

e.ss lRRl1 AtlNG
'IS DEflNit£\.Y ~ 're
- ·now smokm9.
• I

Economics Offers
Non-Credit Class

than the brand you

Pulling themselves out of th,e
'Border Conference cellar spot in
a tough battle, the Lobos last
night downed the Arizona Flagstaff Lumberjacl<s, 68-56, in
Carlil3le gymnasium be:fo~·e a
screaming crowd of Lobo ·1·ooters.
Fouls were rampant in the tilt,
which saw Star Lumberjack
Center Vince Cisterna out on
pet•sonals with but half of the
,. second canto gone. ' Lobo Center
Bill Swenson effectivel:f' stopped
the 'Jack ace, and scored a dozen
points i<p Cisterna's 11 ..
Lead changed hands 15 times
during the game, which saw spectators on their feet time and
again. F01·w:nd Bill Weger accounted for the tie-brealdng at
three crucial times during the
game, though playing less than
half the time.
High score for the tilt was
Forw:nd LarrY Tuttle of the
Lobos, wl1o tallied 17 points to
boost his season record to an unofficial 247. Merle Korte, Lobo
Guard, tallied :1.4, for a season
1·ecord of 199, narrowly missing
the two-century mark sought
after by · the thin-clads. Bill
Weger scored 13, boosting his
total to 201. Whew!
'
"Moose" Kort played his last
Hilltop game, and was notable,
as usual, for topnotch sparkplug
play,
A total of 35 :fouls were called.
One Lumberjaclt was called out
of tl1e game for unnecessary
1·oughness.
In the preliminal'Y• the Lobo
ft•osh edged a top local AAU
team, the Sportsman Specialties,
62-60,

Staff for Summer

Will Number 130

II
\ight up a

Topics

Leornin' the Lobos

Vol. LII

\

Intra Volleyballing
Will Begin Monday

Sport~

·LOBO

DAILY

\

••• PHILI~!~!~'~~~

• light up your

1-·· • pres~~~:,a:.!.

DO' ex<~ctly '~" •'!_1119 s~ing? Quila u difference
Nofice fllat b•te, tn~tl

from l'tllLIP' MORRIS\

THEN, jusf tul<a " puff-;:- come through your
l 'lei the smo~e
SMOKING
s-1-o·W· ·Y .. ,1 'I? And NOW • • •
nose. ~~~·Y· 1511 I
.
SHOUlD . 6E

'l'ou

By Don McKee
N0~.'(0U KNOW WHY
Going daily brings up quite a number of problems. It not only takes
~P three times more time, but it also brings up the problem of getting
the news you :folks want to read.
It has been the policy of this department to get only the news which
had connections with the campus. Maybe that was wrong and there
will be quite a number of agreements on that statement, b~t we didn't
Everybody talks about PLEASURE, but
feel it was necessary to go ofl' the campus. The downtown papers cover
only ONE cigarette has really done something about it.
the world of sports fairly well, although they don't have an ''in" oil
That cigarette is PHILIP Monn.ts!
the little quirks of the campus sport-life
With the coming of spring, marty more sports come into bloo~.
Remember: .Jess irritation means nzore pleasure.
Baseball and track head the list•with tennis rind golf coming in fast
And PHILIP MORRIS is the ONE cigarette proved
on the outside, not to mention spring football.
definitely less irritating, definitely milder;
George Petrol has had his boys out of. moth balls for the past week ·
getting in the groove to have thE! ball in the groove come time for the
than any other leading brand;
seasop's opener with Wyoming.
NO pl'HER ClGAIUlTTE
Roy Johnson's dndet patting boys have been running around with
CAN MAKE THAT STA'l'EMllNT.
quite a. bit of vigor with their eyes on the up :and coming meets.
Joe Palaia has already had his tennis team over in Arizona t'or a
meet with not too much success.
YOU'Ll. BE GLAD tOMORROW. John Dear has his sights set on the NCAA golf tournei to be run
YOU SMOKED PHli.IP MORRIS TODAY!
off here in Albuquerque this June.
The rodeo team is -looking forward tlf the N'CAA rodeo to be run
off out at the F'air Grounds.
·
Dudley DeGroot is coming back to Albuquerque in a few days to
-atatt,onthe road to, we ho11e, :a succiilssful stay in our fair city. Chances
are, as they are every spring1 we'll see just about the same thing we,
can expect to see come ne}l:.t fall.
·
.
·
So going daily does have its problems, bllt the problem ot not haV•
0 ing enough news from thiEf campug isn't the one we shouid base all
our worrying on.

CALL
FOR

PHlLllt

~\ORIUS!

Above arc the eight candidates
who are competing fol' honol' of
becoming the 1950 Mirage Popularity Queen. The queen and her

two attendants will be presented
at the Mirage Ball tomorrow
night. The candidates reading
fl·om left to l'ight are: Mary Gil-

Kir:tland to Be Vacated

Students Moving to New Dorm
Final plans have b'een completed for the moving of about 350
Kirtlandites to the new men's
do1·m.
•
Moving will' start March 14.
and will take about five days to
complete. Tile University will
supply trucks and .. workmen to
help students move theh• possessions to the dorm.
THE NEW STUDENTS WILL
FIND THE BUILDING finished
on the inside, . except for the
kitchen. For the first week ol'
so the ·residents will eat at the
campus dining ball.
•
Controller R. E. Strahlem estimates that about 60 students a
day will be moved. Students will
be moved from Kirtland Field
building by building. The order
in which they will be moved will

be: Barracks number 204, 213,
211, 206, 210, 203, 2091 205, 208,
and 207. Ordel' was decided by
di·awing the numbers from a hat.
ROOMS AT THE DORMITORY will be assigned to the students befo1'e they move, on the
basis of applications. Freshmen
.
will be on the first floor.
·The housemother, Mxs. Maude
Davis, is expected to move in
about March 11.
Painting has been stopped on
the outside of. the building until
the weather clears. Sidewal!(s
and grass cannot be put in until
the builders have finished, but
Strahlem says he hopes to have
a few sprigs of grass sprouting
up by the time of the formal opening in :May.

A faculty of 130 members is
preparing for the University's
largest summer session, Dr. J ..L.
Riebsomer, director said today.
He said that 30 outstanding professors in various fields are being
brought hc1·e to' round out the
most compr·ehensh'e course of instruction ever offered during the
summer months. ·
Professor Robert Korst with
the aid of :Miss Jane Snow will
again stage an intensive eightweeks opera workshop with a final
program on tap to bring down
the curtain.
Professor n:enneth Adams with
the help of four nationally known
Taos artists will offer courses for
advanced -art students at the Hatwood Foundation in Taos, an extension of the University field of
instruction.
Besides six courses offe1·ed on
the campus proper, the anthropology depa1·tment has arranged
three field sessions,. one :for be·
Plans fol' a new SUB, to cost
ginning anthro).)ologists and two
for advance, field resenrch.
approximately $750,000, were dis•
Teachers from the state as well cussed by the Student Union Comas from over the rtation arc ex·
pected to take advantage of 'the mittee Wednesday night.
Bob Cooper, chairman o£ the
41 courses for instructors seeking
higl1e1· degrees, whicl1 will be o:f- Planning Committee, presented to
fered b1 the College of Education. the group a Pl'elimiMl'Y floot
ln !!ddition to the regular ca:mpus force of professots Dr. Rieb· plan. Eugene Nickell o£ the
Mme stated that at least 20 ad- Architectual Engineering faculty
ditional instructoi'S in all fields dl'CW up the tentative s1tetch.
will padicipate iri the summer
The southwest corner of Coro•
nado and Cibola avenues will be
Newman Writes Article the site of the new building. It
Dr. Stanley Newman, associate is believed construction will start
p1•ofessor of anthropology at the early next year. The proj'ect will
UniversitY of New Mexic<r, is co- be financed by' a bond 1ssue,' Stu•
ailthor of an article on Otomi di.n~ dents will pay the principle and
lects of Mexico appearing in the interest un the bond over a -period
January issue .of the International of yeaJ.'EJ,
Journal of Amet'ican Linguistics.
It will be, roughly, two and
The study deals with the speech one,
half times the size of the
of ai·cmnd 215,000 persoM living present
SUB ... There will be adein the central plateau and sur- quate recreational
.facilities, din·
rounding mourttain regions of ing t•ooJrt, ballroom, bOokstore,
Mexico and includes a t1·anslation lounge, and meeting sp!lCt! fol'
into English of 33$ words show.tl::IM'>' •~ .l.'etll'ective
ing · variations in four Otomi lltUd<NI~--'·-~f.f.,.
gt•oups and organization!!.
dihlects.

New SUB Discussed; Spring Intra Sport

Floor Plan Offered Slate Announced

lespie, Eunice Mobley, Ba-rbara
Stone, Sandy Levitt. (bottom)
Anne Richardson, Liz Scanlon,
Teddy Theodore and Poltey Inmon.

Proficiency Tesf
Deadline Is Set
For March 14, 15
The Sophomo1·e English P,rot·equired of all sophomores in the
Colleges of Arts and Sciences,
Business Administration and Education will be offered on March
14 and 15, the University Counseling and Testing Service announces.
Sophomores, juniors or se~iors,
including transfers, who have not
taken the examination at the University -of New . Mexico should
take it at this time.
Students who are to tal<e the
examination must report .to the
Counseling and Testing Service
at the gymnasium for registration not later than noon March
11. Students will not be excused
from classes for the test1 the
Testing Service announces. The
test requires appl'Oximately two
hours.
Students in the College of Arts
and Sciences and the College of
Education are required to pass
the examination in ordel' to qualify for upper division standing.
Students in these colleges who
fail to pass the examination will
be · required to take a review
course in addition to meeting the
other graduation requirements.

John Dolzndelli, director of intramural sports, announced that
the sp1'in!t pt·ogram will get Un·
der way this month.
Horseshoe heavers will start
the spring session .on March 20.
Entries in the steel boot tossing
is open to any and all contestants.
Points will be added to team
standings. Entries a1·e due March
13.
April 3 will herald the so:ftball
tourrtamertt with entl'ies due on
March 27.
March 31 is the deadline for the
16 man relay event scheduled for
.
J\.pril 4.
Team track 'meet entries should
sign up before Match 31.• Those
pa1•ticipating in the track meet
must obtain certificates from the
campus medico before they will
be allowed to compete. A practice
and training pe1•iod is also re·
quirea.
·
Four man golf teams must have
their names in the intramural office by April 29, with the playoffs starting M9.y 3.

•

The anm.tal Mirage Popularity
Ball will be held tomol'l'OW night
from 9 to 12 p, m. in the SUB
ballroom Jay Rosenbaum, chairman. announces.
THE POPULARITY QUEEN
and her two attendants will be
selected by an activity ticket bal.
lot at the dance. The two runnersup to the queen will be honored as attendants. The queen will
be crowned by Jay Rosenbaum in
ceremoniess to be held at 10:30
}). m. She and het• two attendants will be presented with bouquets ]Jy Bob Granic!(, master of
ceremonies for the ball.
Rosenbaum, business manager
of the Mirage, and Bob Colgan,
assistant editor of the Mirage
are in charge of arrangements,
and have contracted Marty Baum
and his orchestra to play for the
dance. Fenton Kelly, student
entertainment chah•man, and Earl
Loudon are in charge of decol·ations.
POPULARITY QUEEN CAN·
DIDATES and their organizations are: Ba:rbara Stone, Alpha
Chi Omega; Iona "Pokey" Inman,
Alpha Delta Pi; Eunice Mobley,
Chi Omega; Alice Theodore,
Kappa Alpha Theta; Mm·y Gil·
lispie, Delta Delta; Anne Richardson, Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Sand Levitt, Hokona-Marron;
Cleo W1·ight, Phrateres, and Liz
Scanlan, Pi Beta Phi.
Admission at the door is $1.20.
All proceeds from the dance will
go to the yearbook.

Rodey Sets Show
Personal Touch
Designing the sets for Rose
Franken's "Another Language" 1
opening March 8 in Rodey Hall,
Anne Kelsey and Ted Kehoe from
UNM's drama department. have
tried to get the personalities of
the characters into their worl<.
The University Theatre pro•
duction is about a mother who
tries to control her family and
who is living as she were in the
19 century. Therefore the set
of her •living room is stiff and
dull, with many old odds and ends
stuck about. One of her daugh·
ters-in-law is an artist, and the
designers have created a simple,
p'leasant set for her .apartment.
Kelsey, a senior, has 1tad many
parts on campus, probably best
remembered a~ the old dowager
in "Outward Bound" last year.
This 'is her first major job in
designing. Kehoe takes care of
the theatre's box office and
public 1·elations.

Chorus, Symphony
Plan Bach Songfest

The 200th anniversary of Bach's
death will be commemomted by
the Univetsity cortcert chot'Us
with a Bach songfest set for
A :Monte Carlo party will be April 14.
The chorus and the Albuquergiven by the Townsmen Club this
evening, March 10, in the SUB que Ch01·al Sodety will present
the St. Matthe\v Passion, in cortbasement,
·
Open gambling, allowed by Uni· junction with the Albuquerque
versity authorities, will be the civic 11ympbony. Dr. Kurt Fredermain entertainment of the even- ick said the chorus had ended its
ing. Ten thousand tlollars (stage spting vacation last week in ormoney) will be given to each per· der to prepare for the event. Two
son at the door. Soft drinks will other BMh concerts will mark the
occasion. They are tentatively set
cost $50 per bottle.
Poke1·, dil!e, roulette, bla.ck jack, for_April 18 and 21.
artd torch singers will be included
in the vice of the en.tertai.nment,
Geologists Hike Sund~y
'according to Ron Ruble.
AU students are invited to atThe Geology club is sponso1•ing
tend. '
a field trip to Cabezon peak,
northwest o£ San Ysidro, Sunday.
All members who want to parCorrection
ticipate
should meet in front of
Economic!! 103 is a credit the Admirtisttation
at 7
course !or undergraduates, but is a.m. Gut!sts will bebuilding
welcome
a non-credit course for graduate long> 'aS there is transportation.as
students.

Vice to Be Feature
Of Towns men Party
•
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Night Editor this issue
Glen Ross
All editorials, unless otherwise signed, are by the editor. The Daily
Lobo does not assume that opinions expressed in columns and .editorials
are th'!se of the '11UJ,jority of the .student body. Contributwns to the
Lettertp column must be accompamed by name and address as evidence
of good faith, and may be cut if exceeding 850 words.

MORE AND BETTER
Despite the doubts of the skeptics ·and the hopes of the
critics, we have just. concluded one week of daily publication.
It has been a very encouraging week-and any fears we
might have had concerning conversion from a semi-weekly
have been dispelled.
Here's an example of that better service we promised
you: In the last week that we we1·e semi-weekly, we carried
a total of 117 stories. his week, our first week as a daily, we
managed to put in 143 stories. When we were semi-weekly
our distribution time used to be anywhere .from noon to 4 :30
p.m. Now we are able to come out the same time every day
-12:30 p.m.
.
We have run two more pictures in the week over our
average on the semi-weekly. The tabloid format, which incidentally is the same size as the world's largest selling newspaper, is easier to handle.
If any praise is due, it should go directly to the staff. Five
night editors have put in a full day of twelve hours duration
at no pay. bey had the warnings of the s1reptics in their ears,
but there was determination in their hearts.
The commendation we have received from the downtown
press, the students and the faculty has been more than ample
reward. Thanks everybod~ and we'll do our best to live up to
your praise.
.BETTY BENTLEY
WILLIAM H. RICHARDSON
EDWIN V. GLASER

I

JOB-PORTUNITil:S

Two design competitions OJXIll
to architectural students at University of New Mexico were announced today by the Beaux-Arts
Institute of Design, in cooperation
with the Tile Council of Amelica..
Six awards totaling $325 will be
made.
·

* * *

PART TIME JOBS: Many commissions sales jobs are now available for students interested in
part time work.
A job is open to a student with
a pilot instructor's license to work
at a local airport.
The Westmorland Aluminum
Company of America now has a
• training program for undergraduates.
An apprentice embalmer with
at least two years college is
wanted.
A man is wanted to baby sit in
exchange for a private room.

* * *

The U. S. Civil Service Com-
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Voice· of the Students

Mr. SullivatJ Mak~s Some· Charges
The following is probably given the students enjoy a good foot- knows some thing that he should
more spa.ce than it dese1·ves. Much ball-game or a track-meet than not know.We dare you to have one week
of Mr. Sullivan's letter is lib6lous, to constantly bother them with
of
open criticism of the Lobo from
b1~t rather than institute libel
student-government, and the pros .
proceedings, we would rather let and cons of someone stealing both sides, and to have a faculty~
member of the publications-board
our 1·ea.de1·s. read his letter and money from the students.
select the letters submitted.
om• a.nswe1· to decide for them3. Our opposition gripes that
HOW ABOUT IT STUDENTS,
selves. _We couldn't conmwnt on we have found another good rea(!very one of his childish incon- son for disliking the present way ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH
sistencies, because we don't feel student publications are run. Yes, WHAT IS PRINTED IN THE
like taking up space with what we dislike having our· ;funds LOBO, AND THE PEOPLE
is evi.dently personal animosity stolen, <tnd also we are frank to THAT ARE DIRECTING OUR
But W6 do u?·ge every reader to admit that it gives us good cam- "PUBLICATIONS?
RUDY SULLIVAN
1·ead both sides /1tlly.
paign materi~l so that such people are stopped. Why should we
Dear .Editor:
overlook
something as obvious as
AN ANSWER
Some of the bitter comments this. We are
proud
to
present
the
made by members of the Lobo
BY THE EDITOR
to the students, even though
staff against the stand of the facts
Mr. Sullivan:
members of the Campus Party the Lobo does not.
It is going to be extrem'ely difnow
like
to
add
a
few
I
would
with regard to some of the late
ficult
for me to retain any degree
personal
notes,
which
I
think
have
unpleasantness on the campus,
of editorial dignity in answering
cause me to try to present my been long overdue.
views on the subject. Inasmuch
I was present at tlle publica- your letter which should not even
as our party does not function tions-board meeting at which Mr. be dignified with an a11swer. I'm
with the super-efficiency of that Cox was put on the ca1•pet, and going to answer your letter . reof our worthy opponents, I am I must say that he certainly had membering the words of former
really not able to give you the every chance to defend himself. editor Doug Benton, "You don't
official word, but since we usually He was never interrupted by any- have to be nice to people, but you
have a very good concensus of one. (Mr. Wallerstein claims dif- do have to .be fair.
opinion among our group in re- ferently. I never saw him at
Sometimes it gets downright
gard to such matters, I feel cer- this meeting. I guess .our· well- discouraging to work anywhere
tain that I will express the sen- informed reformant (sic) must from 35 to 50 hours a week for
timents of the large majority of have gotten his wires mixed up the student body and then to have <>
the Campus party, which, by the through channels. You can guess some snidely - maneuvering upway is the majority party on this which channels). - The issues start claim he is speaking for the
were never obscured or weighed student body and then tr:l" to tear
campus.
It seems that everybody is down. Mr. Rafferty had a perfect you down. But, Rudy, I have faith
wrong, except those connected right to bring up other discrepen- in human beings ... a faith so
with our publications. Mr. Pope- cies that had come to his atten- strong that I can't believe that
joy must have been wrong for tion; whether they were small or you speak for any percentage of
overriding the block-voting of the large. I have a hunch that we students at all. After all, this is
student-members of the publica- don't know the- full story about an institution of higher learning,
which means that most of the
tions-board to protect one of their these discrepancies yet.
number. The faculty-member of
No. Mr. Wallerstein, I never students are sound, rational thinkthat same board must have been gave such instructions, as you ers.
wrong for demanding immediate mention in your dig-collum, and
The fact tl1at I have apparently
dismissal of an editor who took your dig about the working-off of made an unpopular edit01ial dea kickback. The outraged majori- a second name was a little below cision, is no reason to think I will
ty of the student-body must have the belt-line, but I should be glad back down.
been wrong, for they just love to to match my record (which most
I will answer. the points you
pay Mr, Cox 15 cents on every people know), against yours make in your letter one by one,
Mirage-picture. The students who · (wllich not everyone knows) any ,1proceeding in the order they apattended that meeting at which time.·
pear in your letter.
Mr. Cox was put on .the carpet
And now I would like to get to · I have never editorially defendmust have been wrong by merely the most impo1·tant point. Every- ed Mr. Cox's actions. However, I
attending that meeting. Also one that has read the Lobo must am of the firm belief that he made
everybody that disapproved of • be aware of this.no attempt to defraud the student
the act .committed, which by the
body in any way. His agreement
Mr. Glaser told the publications- with
way is a federal offense, must board
photographer was in a
that he would resign as publicthe
have been wrong. I realize, that editor of
contract for all to see. He ·
that
paper,
unless
they
the term "federal offense" does acknowledged that Mr. Glaser merely thought he was doing
not mean very much to some of
what was customary to do. It was
the people who attack us so bit- was editing the best Lobo ever. an error in judgment and I have
Glaser should have asked the more respect for a person's feelterly, since some of them appar- Mr.
students
the same question: What
ently do not recognize our federthan to let an error of judgdo
the
students
think of "our" ings
al system as it exists now. This Lobo ?-I realize that
ment
held against him for the
Mr. Glaser 1·est ofbe his
brings me to the point that I wish
life. In redoes not care very much what the gard to whatscholastic
to present.my
columnists
write,
students think as was well illus1. Some people are constantly trated by his actions to questions · I would like to explain that my
making fun of red-henings, but in the Student Senate, but it policy in regard to columnists is
to some of us that were on the should give me great pleasure to that they can print whatever they
campus last semester, these her- inform him what the great ma- please. They have absolute freerings are not a bit funny. At that jority of the Students think about dom, and I don't necessarily have
time there were such a number of his "sheet". They think that the to agree or disagree with what
pink elements on this campus1 Lobo is the worst ever printed they write.
If by implication, you are at(some of which are still around), from a public interest standpoint,
that the Campus Party •was (it may be ahight journalisticly), tempting to say that I have any
founded to fight that grave men- but we read the Lobo to get news Communistic tendencies or that
ace. This caused the temporary that we are interested in. We are I disrespect the United States, I
breakup of the U.S. P. It was at not interested in headline that won't even bother to ·answer you
this time also that a small group Prof. Schmorgesborg is holding a here, Any accusation like that
of individuals tried to get a hold speech on the intestinal tract of comes strictly from a yellow
on the student publications (in the beetle, or a constant discus- rabble-rouser. I will stand on a
which they finally succeeded), in sion of what his buddies do in record of Americanism Rudy, that
order to control student govern- theh• various governmental pres· is as clean as the very American
ment. They realized that univer- sure-positions. We don't just. want flag. It seems to be quite the cussity students were particularly to hear about Mr. Fields or Mr. tom for slanderers to yell "Red"
succeptible to pink propaganda
Granick, or Mr. Cox and Mr. Wal- these days. But I'm not worlied
but they were effectively stopped lerstein. Why are there so few that you will fool people by trying
· at that point.
·
1·eporters, that get the hot news to obscure the issue at hand with
2. I would like to outline the off the campus. SUDENTS: just name-calling. You see, I am in
main differences of the viewpoints look at the last copy of the Lobo. a position where for four years I
of the two parties.-The U.S. P., How manY. stories do you read?- have been printing my thoughts.
as outlined by their leaders stands not countmg little Abner? Why Even though frank publication of
mainly for making student gov- are more Lobos on the floor of the sentiment is no way. to win a
ernment so powerful and efficient Sub than in readers's hands. Why popularity contest, at least it
tat any interference by the 'fac- does Mr. Glaser have such a su- makes your accusation look cheap
ulty would be impossible. (This perior attitude when he is ques- and silly.
Answering point two in your
is why they gripe so much at Mr. tioned about the Lobo. Is his first
Popejoy's action in kicking Mr. responsibility not the Students? letter: this newspaper does not
Cox out of office).-The Campus Or is it to his editoial clique? support one party or the other
Party stands for student spirit, Why was the Cox affair white- as such, We have and will· conand for the maintainance of washed? I thought the Lobo was tinue ~o either ~riticize or praise
school-traditions that are essen- non-partial and merely printed ;my smgle acbon Rromoted by
tial in enjoying extracurricula ac- the news. Perhaps Mr. Cox is die• either party. I don t expect my
tivities. We would a lot rather see tating the news, perhaps he personal enemies to believe it
Rudy, but our slogan "dedicated
to the welfare of the student
means just that, as strongBy AL CAPP body"
ly as we can live up to it. Whether
it H a good football game or good
student government, if we feel it
is beneficial to the student body
we wil~ promote. it.. And by the
way, m1sled one, 1f you think that
you a1•e correct in intimating that
Mr. Popejoy does not want strong,
powerf.ul s tude n t governme11t,
per~aps you ou~rht to talk to him.
He 1s .the leadmg proponent of
powerful student gove~nment.
Your suggestion that The Lobo
has not ob,icctivcly given the stu.
~ents the ~acts in the Cox affair
1s not vahd. Even Mr. Rafferty,
the lender of the action against
Cox,. told me that the stoties were
good ones. He is not only on the
opposite side of the fence fl'om
• . (Continued on page 3)
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mission has announced an examination for Laboratory Electronic
Mechanic, from which positions
paying from $2,450 to $5,400 a
yeJlr, located in Washington, D.C.,
and vicinity, will be filled.
Written tests will not be given
applicants. They must have had
experience and must show a background of knowledge of the theories and principles underlying
technical work in electronics.
Education and training in this
field may be substituted for all
or part of the experience required
for these jobs.
Interested persons may obtain
information and application forms
at most first- and second-class
post offices, from Civil Service
regional offices, or by writing to
the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C. Applications should be sent to the Commission's Wr.shington office and
must be received not later than
March 14, 1950.
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Ninety·two Honored.. eVu:Juu,· the
.e~
By Education School
c

~f,

Vn~v~.rsity ·rrogr~m.

By '• Garnell Dove

Of 92 students on the College of
Education honor roll, Dean S. P.
Nanninga reported five made all
"A".. grades, 75 drew a combination of "A's" and "B's", and 12
ch11lked up all "B's",
Four of the "A" group were
from Albuquerque with one Santa Fean making the select listing.
They were: Jane Albrecht, Gen. ev11 H;Yde, Owen Charlotte Kram.pitz and Edith G~ Manfredi, all
of Albuquerque; and Jean Anneat
Johnson of Santa Fe.
The "A" a11d "B" list included:
Marian Ange, Patricia .Baird,
Peggy Jean Bohannon, Jack R.
Brown,, W. G. Cordell, Hele11 P.
Cragg, Carl Oren Cupples, James
R. Elam, John W. Fredericks,
Nancy Jane Gass, Charles W. Hill,
Blanche Aldrich Jones, Walter C.
Kelly, Charles Kerkeslager, Mary
Adler Knorr, Carolyn Koch, Robert G. Lalicker, Dorothy Lewis,
Alex C. Luna, Joseh W. McKinley.
Georgia Rodecker Manley, Barbara Michaels, Blendena Maynard, Dolores Miller, Sarah Dawn
Mitcham, Ruth M. Neilson, Wil-,
liam E. Monis, Ingrid Oppenheimer, Peggy Piper, Gertrude
Pittard, John J. Sanchez, John L.
A. Savage, Beverly Ream1 Helen
Tinklepaugh, Barbara \Wolfe)
Watkins-, Martha Weeks, Ethel
Francis Whitver, and Vicente Ximenes all of Albuque1·que.
From other New Mexico points:
Jeanne Caldarelli, Raton; Robert
R. Esparaza, Bernalillo; Robert
A. Evans, Santa Fe; Beverly
Grenko, Tijeras; Nancy K. John,son, Magdalena; E m i 1 y Ann
Large, Gallup; Robert J. Miller,
Santa Fe; Mary Margaret 'Mitchell, Raton; Donald T. Rippey,
Aztec; Silvia R. B. Shaffer, Mountainair; John E. Trowbridge,
Deming; Viola Sanchez, Los Lunas; Delfino Varela, Pecos; David
L. Walker, Raton; William C.
White, Dexter.
From out of state: Matilda Agcaoili, Laoag !locos Norte, Philippines; Donald Anderson, El
Paso, Texas; Louise Anderson,
Chicago, Illinois; Dan Brosier,
Amarillo, Texas; Walter F. Brunet, Waukegan, Illinois; Lois
Irene Carpenter, Stevens Point,
Wisconsin; Spence Devitt, Upper
Darby, Pennsylvania; Nancy L.
Fraser, Detroit, Michigan.
Blanche Griscom, Salem, New
Jersey; Dean C. Hendrickson,
Pasadena, California; Car o 1y n
Hill, Arkansas City, Kansas; Iris
Hoff, Webster Groves, Missouri;
Elwood J. Hopf, Park Ridge, Illinois; Valerie Kamm, Meshawoka,
Indiana; Albert Kaplan, New
Haven, Connecticut; Nancy Lang,
Chicago, Illinois; Shepard Levine,
New York City, New York; Bradley Mitchell, Amora, New York;
Lindalie Mock, Amarillo, Texas;
Ethel Mary Moore, New York
City, New York; Agnes C. Sheev- ·
ers, East Orange, New Jersey;
Virginia Williams, El Dorado,
Kansas. •
"
The straight "B" students
were: Betty McKinley, Josephine
Steen, Marilyn Willets, Joseph
D'Anglo, Jr., Don D, Eklund, Barbara Gere, Mary Gibbs, all from
Albuquerque.
From other New Mexico cities:

_ __....

Alice Lind and Georgann Reese
were intervi.ewed this· week for
summer counselors at Camp Kamaji, Bemidji, Minn., by two J;e•
presentatives traveling thl'oughout the Southwest.
·
Lattest pinnings are: Patt Abbott, Kappa Alpha Theta, to Tom
Fulton, Kappa Alpha; Barbare
Lebeck, Alpha ·Chi Omega, to
Herb Taylor, Kappa Sigma; Joan
Anderson, Chi Omega, to Skippy
Cornell, Pi Kappa Alpha; Jackie
Anderson, Kappa Kappa Gamma,
to Don Gidden, Sigma Epsilon,
and Bette DeWitte, Kappa Alpha
Theta, to Larry Spear, Sigma Chi.
Peggy Calvin, Kappa Alpha
Theta, announced her engagement
to Irve Balcomb, Sigma Chi, Monday when she received her ring.
Spring vacation or summer wedding is in .the offing.
·
·
Mitzi ·Reed, Theta, sang over
KOAT Tuesday evening at 7:30
o n the University Hour. She
sang four selections by German
·composers.
Yvonne Hatten, Chi Omega, announced her marriege to Pat
O'Malley which took place Dec.
31. They have an apartment in
town.
Judy Cann was elected as new
president, Bandelier hall at a
meeting last Thursday evening.
Other officers Include: Linda
Duckworth, vice-president; Betty
Jean Bourbonia, secretary-treasurer; Ann Lindheare, AWS representative: Doris Williams, student senate; Ida Urbach, independent council; and J o · Fish,
athletic council.
Hall council representatives are
Mary Lou Stubds, Gretta Lucas,
Georgia White, and Wilma Tapp.

TODAY.-.-Jonson Gallery Exhibit, 3:30 to 5:30 p. m. at 1909
Las Lomas; Student Senate meeting, 4,p, m, in the Science Lecture
Hall; Die Dutsche Singstunde,
4:15 p. m. in the Student Union
basement lounge; Christian Science Organization Service, 5 p.
m. in the Student Union Chapel
room.
.TOMORROW-UNM Gun Club
meetinJr, 1 :30 in the Student
Union north lounge; Jonson Gal•
lery Exhibit, 3:30 to 5:30 p. m.
at 1909·Las Lomas; Baptist Stu.
dent Union Recreation Night, 7
p, m. in the Baptist Student Center; Blackstonettes Box Supper
and Dance, 6:30 to 12 o'clock in
the Student Union basement
lounge; Mirage Popularity Ball,
9 to .12 o'clock· in the Student
Union ballroom.
·
SUNDAY-Services in churches throughout the city; Newman
Club Sunday Mass, 10 a. m. in the
Stude,nt Union basement lounge;
Hillel Counselorship Club supper
and meeting, 5:30 p. m. at. 454
N. Ash.
MONDAY-Master's Minority,
7:30 Daily, Monday through Saturday, Baptist Studen.t Center.
Exhibition of W:eaving, Painting,
Silvercraft by Maud Summers.
8-5 p. m: Fine Arts building.
Lobo Christian Fellowship daily
devotional and prayer meeting,
12 noon Monday through Friday.
B-1 14. Baptist Student Union
Noon day chapel services, Monday through Friday, Baptist Student Center. USCF Noonday
. Chapel services, 12:30 p. m., SUB
' Chapel. Spurs meeting, 5 p. m.,
Y-1 1. Vigilante meeting, 5 p. m.,
SUB North lounge. Phi Delta
Theta Founder's day banquet,
6:30 p. m., La Cocina. Independent Men's meeting, 7:30 p. m.
Kirtland lounge. Jerboan meeting, 8 p. m. C-4 12.

A Chi 0 Pledge Officers
Pledge class officers elected at
the meeting of Alpha Chi Omega
last week are: Jacquelyn Gossard,
president; Betty Stanford, secretary; and Dolores Frank, treasurer.

Lambda Chi Initiates 7 Nu Sigs Elect Officers
Lambda Chi Alpha initiated
seven Sunday night in formal
ceremonies. Tlie new members
are: F.red Collatz, Robert Diamond, James Fitch, Paul Hammer, Marshall Korn, Duane Lo·
gan, and Edward McLaughlin.
An informal party was held following initiation.
Seldon E. Burks, Jr., Tularosa.
From out of state: James W.
B arnett, Winchester, Indiana;
Jerome Cohen, Brooklyn, New
York; Nancy Harrison, Seattle,
Washington; and Robert Smolick,
Joliet, Illinois.

New officers elected at a recent
meeting of Nu Sigma club were:
John Orabelle, secretary; Ray
Hoierman, treasurer; and Lee
Kendall, sergeant-at-anus.

Anti~L.

o. B. 0

Petition.·

Page

·unfai·r• ·Says· Goldste.in
Jimmie Goldstein, program di. rector for station L.O.B.O. gave
answer today to. the news story
that the station was on the carpet. Goldstein said that since the
program is in an experimental
stage s\lch an approach to remedy
the situation was unjustifiable.
''The jJike boxes do not have to
compete with the P. A. system.
They can be shut off ;for the half
liour and thus p,rovide students
\}'ith ;free music. '
• "SuggestionR and criticisms
are welcome. !lowever, a petition
was not 11ecessary or sportsman.
like, at this time, since no verbal
complaints have been registered
with me personally," Goldstein
concluded.

Answer Continued•••

a

Friday, .Ma~ch 31. 1950

. any college newspaper in the
cou11try. We're proud of it,
Perhaps you clidn't think I'd
print this, Rudy. I did because I
firmly believe in the. ScrippsHoward newspapers' slogan,
"Give the people light and they
wUI find their own way."
Because I have been' and will
continue to be honestly out13poken
on every campus issue, I clon't expect to win any popularity co11~
tests.
But I certainly have more faith
in the students than to think
they'd allow themselves to be
spoken for by such as you.
I' apologize to any of the readers I may have shocked by answering in so personal and vehement a manner. But such a wild
and irrational letter ca11not go
unanswered.

(Continued from page 2)
me on the issue, but he is an authority on what is a good, factual
story.
As for The Lobo, Rudy,·let me
present some staternents of fact
that anyone can check on, and
then rnake some comments about
judging a newspaper. No newspaper is infallible, but we have
printed every single story of any'
significance that has occurred
here this year. If you are not interested in what you see in The
Lobo you are not interested in
what is happening on this campus. Because that is all we pretend to be: a chronicler of campus activities. If you are not interested in what goes on on this
campus, we have the best suggestion of all: leave. We have plinted more sto1ies so far this year
than any other Lobo ever printed
in an entire year. Yesterday our
lead story was sports; today a
dance. Can't you find anything to
interest your puny mind, Sullivan? We have always printed
every single letter we ever received that was signed, Rudy, so
if you want to tell the minority
that is behind you to rabble-rouse
for a week, go ahead. But we'll
let The Lobo be compared with

'I
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The biuen
name in pensThe biUllal
'Value in pens the Parker "S 1"
-the pen that's
found in the
hands or world·
famous people,
can now be
yours.
EASY YERMS

WHEN ONLY THE BEST
WILL DO
see

WARNER-WOODS ,,
FOR PORTRAITS
1894 East Central

2314 E. Central
Phone 3-2446

nelly don rose petal pique

expresses hls spring's

romantic turn. It's the petal look in new yarn-dyed two-tone pique. Crisp and ~
covered when you wear it as an ensemble-and for sun, see the beautifully cut
petal decolette. Pink, jonquil, brown. 10 to 16.

14.95

Swifts Ice Cream

BOB'S.

SECOND FLOOR

SUPERBURGERS
A delicious treat
· A Hamberger feat

DRIVE-IN

'

3715 E. Central

RICHARDSON'S
ROOTBEER
·

Nell1 Doll ..,t.ucb!oll .
It I• color
.. Llalt .............

...,....,•-see

A~TASTE-TEMPTING

A BEVERAGE DELIGHT

'

.
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70 Hopefuls Ouf
As Baseball 0 pens

DAILY LOBO SPORTS·
Don McKee, Editor

Brooks Currey, Associate

Coach George Petrol sent up a
flare Tuesday announcing the
opening of b&seball season here
a.!; the University. Interest in the
sport here ca.n be drawn from the
70 odd men that turned out in·
a.nswer to the summons. The tea.m
will ha.ve a larger ~·eserve now
tha.t basketball season is kaput
and the hoopsters turn in their
Keds for spikes.
Dut•ing the first meeting Coach
"Stormy" Petrol discussed the
coming, schedule and presented his
training rules. The .schedule is
unique in that the1·e ·are at least
three road trips. Two of the trips
will be in Arizona and a sweep
that will include Wyoming and
Colorado. The third safari will
head for a five day march into the
Abilene vicinity.
Petrol went on to say that many
of last year's veterans ·Will be
around to raise the competition
and expects a lot of hustle from
prospective.members. Playei·s will
be picked not on past glories but
by demonstrating their talents
accrued this yem·.

local Collegians, Army Pucksters
To -Cross Sticks in Arena Tomorrow·

Ice hockey is coming to the
Duke City in a local collegiate.
way March 4, when the Hllltop·pers, made up of Unive:r:sity students, and a combined team of
Sa.ndia and Kirtland match pucks
and sticks in the Ice Arena.
The University group is led by
Coach Lloyd Bishop. Bishop is
formerly a Da1-tmouth hocltey
star and a student at UNM thilf
semester.
,
WORKING WITH BISHOP on
the ice will be Roland Kurth, John
Kilby, Dick "Pee-Wee" Rogers,
Dick , Fowler, Chuck Hagerman,
John Sulliva.n, Phil Davy, Hask
Giles and playing goalie for the
Hillt~ppers will be Ken Ha!lson.
This team sports . experience
from high school to playing
hockey in Switze1•land. Davy is a
sophomore who played with the
Albuquerque Bulldogs, while .Sullivan, a graduate student, gamed
experience in the Old Country.
OPPOSING THE UN IV E RSITY pla.yers will be two former
West Point hockey stars. Lts.
John McCollough and Roy Marston received their commissions
from the Army Academy.
Goalie for the military men will
be Sgt. Botte1·man.
Gametime is 8 p. m. at the Ice
Arena, Ma.rch 4.

Ex U Prof Publishes
Article· on NM Crime

Business Frat Takes II

CANASTA
Cards
Rule Books by Authorities
Trays
Table Covers
Score Pads

,

Lloyd Bishop

511 West Central' Ave.

DAILY
Vol. LII

New Rodey Play,·
'Other Languetge,'
Opens Tomorrow
. 4419 E. Central

The Intmmural Council decided
Wednesday night to move the
team track meet up to March 13
and 14. Coach Roy Johnson wanted the meet moved up because of
the need of more track men. The
University track team have their
first meet March 18. This meet
is an intrasquad meet with the
freshmen competing against the
varsity.
The entries for intramural
track are due March 10 in the
intramural office. Health slips will
be due with the entries. This meet
is a team meet therefore the
points for winning first, second,
third or fourth are already set.
The council also decided that
there would be no points for competing in wrestling. The wrestling
will be in the first or second week
of April with the winners of each
weight receiving medals. Only
winners and runnerups in intramura.l fencing will receive points.
The match points were eliminated
by the council.
All intramural managers are
requested to turn two or three
men from their organization who
are hying for the All-University
high point man award as soon as
possible.
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Welcome Again
Students

Flowers For All Occasions
GARDENIAS
CAl\fELIAS
ORCHIDS
SPECIAL CARNATION
CORSAGES
$1.50 AND UP
Eor
Free and Immediate
Delivery

2400 E. Central

EASTSIDE
ClEANERS

2-6262

NOW

Doors Open: 12:00

Class 'AYP'

12:10. 2:05 • 4:05
G:OG • 8:05 -10:00

-

FEATURES-

and

lAUNDRY
Ask Almost Any Student
One Block From U
1706 E. CENTRAL
TEL. 2-1395

It's the
Sporting_ thing
to wear· · -·
New Spring arrivals
in Sport Coats-·Newest
Fabrics, smooth or
textured, in fine-fitting
coats, styled longer,
lower, looser, loungier

II

The Slack-trim, smooth
fitting, comforta.ble, roomyperfect for sportswear-all
wools, in gabardines, flannels,
tweeds-sizes 28 to 44l

NOW
SHOWING

DONALD
DUCK
CARTOON

LATEST
p
A
R

ART
GILMORE
SPECIAL
"HANDS
TEI,L
THE STORY"

A
M

·Priced $24.95 up
M-G·M•s
.FINEST

"PICTURE!·
Class
"AYP"
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New Men's .Dormitory Committee Is
Writing Constitution ond House Rules

By Bill Wade
Lois Reed, who has b~en seen
only briefly on Rodey Hall's stage,
will ha.ve her big break when the
curtain goes up tomorrow night
on University Theatre's "Another
Language."
The play will run for ten nights
with curtain at 8:30. Lois plays
the part of Stella Hallam, an artist, who becomes fed up with her
Stunt night tryouts are to be
mother-in-law's .control over the held Saturday, 1 to 6 p.m. in the
family. It is. the same part Helen basement lounge of the SUB. The
Hayes played on Broadway about five best stunts in the men's and
12 years ago,
women's divisions will appear in
The mother wHI be played by the finals, March 17, Barbara
Sarah Huber and her husband by Wykes of Mortar Board announced
C. A. Greene. Jay Cohel), Jack today,
Boies, Bob Combs, and Benny
Competing in the men's division
Tarver will play the sons. Their are: Phi Delta Theta, Lambda Chi
wives: Lois, Elizabeth Ramsey, Alpha, Sigma. Phi Epsilon, Sigma
Ca1·oi Hensley, and Helen Camp. Alpha Epsilon, Phi Kappa Tau,
Jerry Hallam is the only member Alpha Epsilon Pi, Sigma Chi,
of the third generation seen in the Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma, and
play. He will be handled by Jack Pi Kappa Alpha.
Main.
Seven groups are competing in
Laid in modern New York City, the women's division. They are:
the Rose Franken comedy-drama Town club, Kappa Kappa Gamma,
gets its laughs from the old: Alpha Chi Omega, Kappa Alpha
fashioned Mrs. Hallam and the Theta, Pi Beta Phi, Chi Omega
way the rest of the family react and Alpha Delta Pi.
to her.
"Tryout results will be an"The box office in Rodey Hall is
nounced
next week. All organizawide open," Manager Ted Kehoe
said. "Students who want to get tions chosen for the finals will be
seats with activit¥ cards must re- notified by Mortar Board.
Judges for Stunt night will be
serve or pick up t1ckets before the
announced later. Judging is to be
night they plan to go."
based on effectiveness and originality of theme, costumes;lighting,
songs and dancing, said Barbara•
Craig Summer's glee club will
entertain while the judges are
tabulating results.
There are three .more films to
be presented in the Phi Sigma
Iota film series this semester, it
was announced from F • .M, Kercheville's office.
The films· wiU be ·in: -Spttnish;
with no English subtitles. "RaMaj. David Vanevera arrived
mona" staring Ester Fernandez in Albuquerque to succeed Col.
will be presented March 26. "Cas- Humphrey as Marine officer intillos en el Aire" starring Chris- structor in the NROTC program.
tina Telles and Rafael Alcarde
Major Vanevera has been in
will be shown April 16. And May
21 will have ''Dios se lo Pague" Kodiac, Alaska where for the past
starring Arturo Cordova and Zul- 18 months he has been district
ly Morena. All "rograms will have marine officer of the Seventeenth
Naval District and commander
selected short subjects.
of
the marine barracks there.
Films will be shown in Rodey
Vanevera was graduated from
Hall with two showings, one at
7 p. m., the other at 9 p. m. Ad- The University of California in
mission is by season ticket or 1941 with a B.A. degree in political science.
payment at the door.
Four films have already been
After his graduation, Vanevera
shown in the series. They were entered the Marine Corps as a
"La .Reina Santa," a historical second lieutenant. During the
play dealing with Isabel of Por- war, he was commander of a
tugal, "Los Heroes del Barrio;" marine detachment aboard the
Cantinflas in " El Supersabio", aircraft carrier USS Enterprise.
and Dolores del Rio in "Flor Sil- Venevera is a graduate of The
vestre.''
Commanding Staff school ot
Quantico, W. Va.
~

C I-ll S H 0 L M ' S

.Priced-· $10.95 .up

New Mexico Book
Store

Murdo, AWS representative; Virginia. Ufe1·t, student sena.te represent!ltive; and Erika Deutsch,
UJUblicity ch~}rma.n.

Sue Dreifus has been elected
Two additional meets for Lobo president
of Dorm D for semester
tl·acl•men were in the ma.kipg II.
Thursday. Coach Roy Johnson anOther officers elected were:
nounced that both varsity and Kathy
vice-president;
freshmen teams will compete • BeverlyFrench,
secretary; Jean
against New Mexico Military In- Johnson, Burke,
treasm•er; Shirley Wilstitute April 21. Site of the meet, liams, social
Open Sundays
chairman; Polly Meeither in Roswell or Albuquerque,
will be agreed upon within the
next week.
The Lobo thinly clads also will
compete with the New Mexico
Let Us Prove to You
,
Aggies. Details of the meet are
being worked out.
Tempe will open the season here
March 25.
·
that
offer
Among the new men reporting
to Coach Johnson for team tryouts are Jim Baker, Alan Yard,
The Best in Complete Lunches
•
Jr., Don Paton, Don Reed, Jo McTlteir Own Better Ice Cream
Minn, Ernest Sanchez Jr., Joe R.
Salazar, Bob Miller, and Dick
Your Favorite Malts & Sundaes
Rogers.
Breakfast At All Times

'
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•

Cha1•les "Chuck" Kouli&s has
been named as swimming coach
for the newly o1·ganized Lobo·tanl•
team. Koulias holds a hatful of
ribbons as former b~·ea!ltstroke
champ of the fleet m&rine force
brigade. He is now on leave and
is an assistant on th() University
athletic staff while studying .)lere.
Along with the announcement
of t)le new" coach, Roy Johnson
said that a schedule of meets has
been formed. NuMex Milita.ry Institute and the Lobos'have a home
pact for future contests. In addition, the team will enter the Border Conference 'championships to
be held in Arizona May 6.
Koulias said the pool will be
filled next week with the first two
weeks marked for conditioning
wo1·kouts.
Among the 30 or 40 men expected to report for the team try-outs
are Clyde Ellis, sprinter; Jim
Leakou, diver; John Sauters,
brea.ststroh;e; Glenn Turner. and
Jim Woodman, backstroke; Warren Gunde1·son and Ed Smith,
sprinters; and Chuck Eggert.
All tea.m candida.tes have been
asked to meet with Koulias in
Carlisle gym Sa.turday at 1:30
p.m. ~

Sue Dreifus Is Elected

P&"ge 4
·Friday, .ltlarch 3, 1950

Call 5-2301

.Intra Track Meet.
Set for March 13-14

William Bradford Huie, who
was visiting professor of journalism last summer at the University of New Mexico, has an article
dealing with the unsolved Lorius
murder case in the March issue
of Coronet Magazine.
, Writing under the title, -'The
Case of the Murdered Tourists,"
Mr. Huie recounts the evidence
that has been turned up by investigating officers in the case.
The four Illinois tourists disappeared somewhere in New Mexico
in May, 1935.
Mr. Huie tells how Clyde Tingley, at that time the governor,
assembled the largest posse ever
seen in the Southwest and directed. the search for the bodies. The
trail led from East Vaughn
through Albuquerque and Socorro
as far west as Quemado. The
FBI is still working on the case.
Mr. Huie is a regular contributor to Reader's Digest, Liberty,
and American Mercury, and is
the author of several books.

Delta Sigma Pi, international
professional business fraternity,
pledged eleven men in a formal
ceremony at La Placita Sunday
afternoon. A banquet in honor of
the new men was held preceding
the pledging.
The new pledges are: Dick Allinger, Bill Darmitzel, Bob Handley, Carl Wilcox, all of Albuquer~
que; Leo Moon, Tucumcari; Warren Armstrong, Niles, Michigan;
Jim Bean, Oakland, California;
Don Lamp,Davenport, Iowa; Milton Price, Borger, Texa.s; Warren
Reynolds, Walteria, California;
and Charlie Watson, Nashville,
Tennessee.

Tvvo ~ore Track
Meets Slated

Swim Team Head
Named by Johnson

0
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POPULARITY QUEEN Iona "Pokey" Inmon, flanked by a.ttendants
Anne Richardson, left, and l3arbara Stone, right, make.s a pretty picture just after she was voted "most popular".at the Mirage Ball Saturday night. A record-breaking crowd danced to the music of Marty
Baum and his Collegians at the SUB hop.
(Daily Lobo photo by Jim Bardin)

Texans Migrafe Here •••

But Te.xos Attracts No UNM Grads
By Don H. Peterson
Now, don't get us wrong-we
like Texas, but • • . .
UNM modern language department records reveal that graduate students f1·om Texas have
come here to study, but there is
no record that graduate students
from New Mexico have gone to
Texas · to work in modern languages.
In fact, a sta.te by state roundup of the graduate students now
enrolled in modern language
courses at UNM show that every
section of the U. S. is 1·epresented,
New England has l'epresenta-

tives from Vermont, Rhode Island,
and Connecticut. ·
New York, North Carolina,
Florida., West Virginia, and Louisiana represent the Eastern Seaboard and Deep South.
The Intermountain and Pacific
Coast have students from Colorado, California, and Oregon.
Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois,
Ohio, Mis$ouri, and. Nebraska constitute the Mid-weiilt representation.
And, of course, Texas.
Now, we like Texas, but •..
UNM take a bowl

URecitals to Honor Who's Who Selects
Bach Anniversary 38 Faculty Members
By Willis Babb
The 1950 edition of Who's Who
Two recitals will be sponsored in America lists- the names of 38
by the University music depart- University staff members.
ment April 18 and 21 in the StuThose included are: Kenneth M.
dent Union balhoom as part of
national ceremonies commemorat- Adams, art; George W. Arms,
ing the 200th anniversary of J o- English; Roy A. Bowers, dean of
hann Sebastian Bach.
College of Pharmacy; Kenneth
The first will be performed by Chapman, professor emeritus of
students of the music department,
while the other will feature mem- Indian art; Edward F. Castetter,
bers of the music department fac- dean of Graduate School; John D.
ulty. Five hundred tickets have CIa r k, professor emeritus of
been printed. One ticket will ad- chemistry; Thomas T•. Castonmit the bearer to both concerts.
guay, head of chemical engineerIn charge of ticket sales and a~
vertising for the concerts are Hil- ing; John M. Cooper, visiting prolel, Jewish student organization, fessor of anthropology; Isaac J.
and Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity. Cox, visiting:- professor of history;
Proceeds from both the ticket Randall Davey, art.
sa.les and the sale of advertising
Thomas C. Donnelly, dean of
will be contributed to the War
College of A!'ts and .Sciences;
Memorial Chapel Fund.
Tickets will go on sale soon at Marshall E. Farris, dean of 'ColNew Mexico School Supply, and lege of Engineering; A. L, Gausemay also be obtained by writing witz, dean of College of Law; Lez
Bach Concert, Box 40, University Lewis Haas, art; Benjamin F.
of New ·Mexico. Student admis- Haught, professor emeritus of
sion will be 75 cents and general psychology; .Harvey S. Hoshour,
admission $1.25. Persons ordering visiting professor of Law; Raytickets by mail should send a mond Jonson, art; David Otis Kelstamped, self-addressed envelope ley, head of UNM librar:y.
Vincent C. Kelley, geology;
with the request.
Francis · M. Kercheville, head of
modern languages; Jay Carrol
Knode, dean emeritus of A1·ts and
Sciences; Lincoln LaPaz, head of
mathematics, astl'bnomy and meteOlitics; Lynn B. Mitchell, professor emeritus of classical languages; Howard J. McMurray,
head of government; Simon P.
A certifica.te of incorporation Nanninga, dean of College of Edufor the establishment of a legal cation; Stua1•t A. Northrop, head
aid service in . Albuquerque was of geology; Joaquin Ortega, edisigned by 22 citizens at a· lunch- tor of Quarterly Review.
eon. Thursday, The certificate was
Arie Poldervaart, law librarian;
filed Saturday.
Thomas L. Pope.ioy,. president of
The first objective of the legal the University; Fmnk D. Reeve,
aid society will be to provide serv~ history, and editor of the New
ice for those who are not abl~ to Mexico Historical Review; Jesse
pay the cost. A secondal'Y ObJeC• L. Riebs.omer, head of chemistry
tive is to provide clinical experi- and director of .summel' session;
ence for law studAuts.
Josiah C. Russell, head of histol'y;
A. L. Gausewitz, dean of UN~'s Ftance V. Scholes, academic viceCollege of Law, was named chair- president Sherman E. Smith, diman of the g1•oup of incorporators. rector of student affairs; Vernon
lie was also named on the Board G. Sorrell,.dean of College of Busof Directors of the Legal Aid So" iness Administration; Leslie Spier,
ciety of Albuquerque for a three ,anthropology; William C. Wagner, head of civil engineering; and
y!lar term.
M.1·s. Silas A. McCullough, of Paul A. F. Walter, Jr., sociology.
the College of Law, was also one
of the incorporators.
The Board · of Directors will Would-Be Grads Check
have its :first meeting in two
Seniors in tile College of Arts
weeks to make plans for the ini- and Science who plan to graduate
.
•
tiation of the service.
this June should check with the
Any student who !leeds legal a1d ·graduate clerk in the Dean's ofand cannot pay for tt may address fice to see if. their na.me is on the
inquiries to Mri'! •. S. A. McCul- tennative list, Dean Reid an•
lough in Dean Gausewitz's office. nounced.

Legal Aid Society
Set Up to Furnish
Counsel for Needy

Stunt Night Tryouts
Set for Saturday

Three More Films
In Spanish Series

Marine Officer
Joins Navy Staff

Heads Off Head 'Head'
As ex-WAVE Shrieks
''Head" to a newspaperman is
short for "headline." "Head" to
a sailor is something else again.
In copy desk class .a professor
said a student's headline, "New
District Supervisor Installed at
Sitgreaves Nationa.l Forest," was
too long to fit the space alloted for
it, and asked for a shorter "head"
which would tell the same thing,
One of The Daily Lobo's star
journalists olfered this: "National
Forest Gets New Head.''
While an ex-WAVE shrieked
.hysterically (she was the first to
catch on) the professor announced
the newly-blossomed genius would
probably be 'Promoted to chief
headline writer.

Dean Clauve to Head
New Menu Committee

Bizad Frat· Pledges
Twelve Students
Twelve students were pledged,
then feted at breakfast by Beta
Tau chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi,
business administration ftaternity
on Feb. 26 at the Franciscan hotel Coronado Room. Welcoming
addresses Were given by Prof.
John Damgaard, deputy councilor
of the chapter and William H.
Fullreiede, president of the group.
Pledged wel'e A. Lamar McKay,
Alexander. D. Janicek, Gordon L.
Janicek, Canoll J. Lee, Harry L.
Lee, James·, H. Heberling, Roger
Bailey, Robe1·t J. Heard, Thomas
G. Sa.vage, Joe Palmer, Henry A.
Anderson and Robert Duane
Remy.

Dean L. Clauve announced ·•
.during a council meeting. this
week that a committee will be
elected to work with Miss Barker
at tl1il dining hall to m~ke suggestions for the improvement of
The University of Arizona late
the menu.
yeaterday
accepted a bid to the
Dean Clauve and Miss Barker .
i on a 1 Invitation basketball
will head the committee. The Nat
tournament opening Saturday lrt
girls to. work with them :viU. be New
Y!>rk's Madison Square Garl'ecruited from the dorm1tor1es. den.
It was also announced thnt a
The Wildcats cinched Border
new patrolman has joined the
campus police to provide for more Conference laurels last night by
adequate pro~ection of the girls defeating . Hardin-Simmons, . and
ended their r~gular season with
who live in the dorms.
Better lighting conditions are 26 wins and four losses.
also anticipated, Dean Cl!ltiVe
The NIT is reg~trdecl as the
said. '
world series of basketball.

Arizona Hoopsters
Get Tourney Bid

The recently-elected constitu..
tiona! committee for the new
men's dorm met Friday night to
begin work on a governing docu"
ment for the house organiza.tion.
· Dean Howa1·d Mathany promised the committee full administrative support for the new dorm
government. "Students will have
control of their own affairs," he
told the Kirtland leaders.
Comptroller R. E. Strahlem announced last week that moving
from t)le field to the new quarters
will start March 14 and will proceed with the help of University
trucks and personnel at the rate
of about 60 students a day.
The constitutional committee,
headed by George Long and AI
Ussery, was divided into subcommittees to take up specialized
business.
. George Long was chosen chairman of the group instructed to
ma.ke the original draft of the
~document. A grievance committee
under David Fine was charged
with compiling suggestions for
the administering of the dorm.
As soon as the constitution is
completed it will be submitted to
·the prospective residents for ratification and officers will be elected.
Tom McLaughlin, publicity director for the interim governing
committee, stated, "This constitution is for the students. Their advice, criticisms, and suggestions
are desired and will be carefully
considered for possible inclusion
in the finished constitution.''

Brock, Woodman
First in Oratory
At Durant Meet
Harold Brock, sophomore in the
College of Education, won first
place in oratory at the Savage
Forensic Tournament at Durant,
Okla., Saturday.
It was the third time this year
that Brock won a sectional tournament. Last mo.nth he won the
24th Annual Baylor University
Invitationa.l Tournament.
Brock competed against finalists from Oklahoma, Louisiana,
Texas, and Missouri. He also was
chosen as one of nine contesta.nts
from a field of 64 to enter finals
in extemporaneous speaking.
Brock and Jim Woodman, freshman, were the University's entries
in debate. Pitted against juniors
and seniors, they won six out of
seven in competition.

Candle-Lite Theme
Of Student Dance
A Candle-lite dance will be held
in the SUB balh·oom tomorrow
from 7 to 9 p. m.
Refreshments will be served inc1uding hot dogs and punch. There
. will be no band, but music will
be furnished by request. Mrs.
Ester Thompson, SUB manager,
will be chaperone.
The dance will be strictly informal, which is ''very informal,"
Fenton Kelly, student body entertainment chairman said.
~

Committee to Survey
Campus Lighting Plan
The campus improvement committee is maldng .a complete survey of the campus lighting system with a view to reworking the
entire plan.
Dr. Dittmer, committee head,
said that inadequately lighted
spots are receiving immediate attention. He stated that Deans
Lena. Clauve and Howa:r:d Mathany, and Miles Reed had made
a recent tour of the campus to
ma.rk places where extra. lights
are needed •
Supplementary lights have already been installed around the
new. civil engineering building,
the Y-1 temporary barraclts, the
"C" buildings, Yatoka, the DormD section, the buildings along
Cibola avenue, the stadium, and
the post office center.
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